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Sunday,  April  27,  marks  the  opening  of  the  first  major  Bonsai  exhibit  ever  to  he  sta.^c
in   the   United   States.   The   Cahfornia   Bonsai   Society,   headed  by   John  Naka.   will   prcsei
the   First   Annual   Bonsai   Exhibition   at   the   Cahfornia   Museum   of   Science   and   Industr

Exhibition   Park,   Los   Angeles.   ,   c   i
Opening   on   Sunday,   the   exhibition   will   continue   for   one   week   through   ^uiula

May  4.  Hours  for  the  exhibition  will  be  10  a.m.  to  5  p.m.  '^^^''>^^^"'|'^■'|"^\J,'"^^

beauty  and^health  ire^es^sential.  Age,  alone,  is  not  the  important  factor.

The   Bonsai   are   grown  in   a   container   in   a   controlled   manner.   This   is   an   unnatur;
environment  for  the  specimen  and  as  a  result  horticultural  problems  arise.  The  charact,
of  growth  of  such  specimens  is  controlled,  in  part,  by  the  culturahst  through  the  selectn
pruning  of  both  the  branch  and  root  structure,  through  a  careful  feeding  program  an
by   satisfying   a   varying   range   of   microclimatic   requirements.

Aesthetically,   the  specimen  is   controlled,   to  an  extent,   by  traditional   patterns  goven
ing   the   shaping   of   the   specimen  and   its   relationship   to   the   container   and   support.r
earth.  Also  it   is  controlled,  to  an  extent,   by  the  culturalisfs  own  individuality  and  mte
pretation  of  nature.

This  first  exhibition  is  being  staged  for  a  dual  purpose  :  namely,  to  encourage  great
interest  and  understanding  on  the  part  of  the  general  public  about  these  mmiature  tree
And  to   afford  the  Bonsai   enthusiasts   an  opportunity   to   exhibit   their   outstanding  speci-

mens and  to  gain  greater  knowledge  about  the  compL ■ed  in  E
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